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Vehicular ad hoc networks (VANETs) can increase road safety and comfort. It needs strong demand for security because the data
sent in VANETs inﬂuence vehicles’ behavior. Existing studies have summarized VANET security, challenge, and attacks. This
study aims to present a comprehensive overview of misbehavior detection in VANETs. First, VANET characteristics, security
issues, and attacks are discussed. Then, the precise deﬁnition of misbehavior, detection mode, and detection objects are presented.
Generic misbehavior detection is classiﬁed as data-centric and node-centric. In this study, to adapt to the VANETs scenario, we
proposed a novel taxonomy of misbehavior detection, which considers the interaction between vehicles and which is reﬁned by
emphasizing the detection modes and participants. Finally, the remaining concerns, open issues, and prospective future research
directions are discussed.

1. Introduction
The vehicular ad hoc network (VANET), as a type of mobile
ad hoc network (MANET), enables the communication
between vehicles (V2V) and between vehicles and infrastructure (V2I) [1]. With the advancement of telecommunication, vehicular communication promotes the
deployment of high-deﬁnition maps, intelligent transportation applications, autonomous driving, and coordinated driving [2]. At the same time, it also highlights
VANETs’ main characteristics, including self-organization,
decentralized networking, and a highly dynamic topology
[3]. These communication characteristics bring considerable
diﬀerences in terms of security and safety requirements and
challenges from traditional networks [4, 5]. Exchange
messages are rarely encrypted in vehicular communication
networks, including basic messages, such as navigation,
traﬃc safety messages, and event-oriented messages [6].
Hence, the open environment of VANETs may lead to
various attacks such as forgery, denial-of-service (DoS), and
false reports, and then result in traﬃc chaos or accident
[7–9]. Furthermore, malevolent entities may track

participants’ messages and identities, posing a substantial
hazard to drivers. Therefore, for VANETs, from the securitypreserving aspect, malicious vehicles should be traced and
penalized in the event of any misbehavior [10, 11].
Dealing with security issues in VANETs, most surveys
mainly reviewed cryptography-based solutions to address
security and privacy challenges in VANETs [12–14]. Security
solutions generally fall into identity-based cryptography
(IBC) and public key infrastructure (PKI)-based cryptography. In identity-based techniques [5, 15, 16], ID is used as
the public key, and the related private key is generated by a
third-party key generator center (KGC). IBC scheme has
key-escrow and malicious KGC problems. PKI is recognized
in VANET as more practical than IBC alternatives. PKIbased techniques [17–20] have been proposed to authenticate vehicular messages using digital certiﬁcates. The inﬂuential international organizations, the Institute of
Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) and European
Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI), created and
standardized the vehicular PKI system to keep the safe
operation of VANET safety applications. A digital certiﬁcate
and a valid signature can certify the authorized identity of
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the participant and the validity, integrity, and nonrepudiation of the vehicular message.
Despite the security protections given by the PKI infrastructure, the existing VANET system still has security
issues. For example, a malicious node in VANET has a valid
certiﬁcate to certify its authorization and is according to the
protocol but sends inaccurate or false data in the vehicular
network. That means securing the system from the inside
attackers is diﬃcult. Threatening behavior and false information from an insider, which means misbehaviors, cannot
be prevented by the existing system and may cause a very
negative impact on the surrounding vehicle nodes and the
overall system environment. Therefore, misbehavior detection has been proposed as a mitigation technique against
various attacks in the above situation.
Although a well-researched topic, many unclear research
domains still exist in misbehavior detection. Some survey
works are limited in a restricted scenario. For example, a
study focused on intrusion detection systems (IDSs) with
malicious misbehavior. However, the schemes mentioned
are around signature-based IDS using preknown attack
scenarios and packet traﬃc analysis [21]. Some works are
concentrated on individual technology for misbehavior
detection, i.e., machine learning. Due to the novelty and
uniqueness of vehicular networks, it is hard to cover the
whole vehicular network or the Internet of Vehicle [22, 23].
Some studies focused on solutions to various attacks that
may occur in VANETs instead of giving a framework of
detection mechanism [24, 25].
To ﬁll this gap, this study aims to provide a systematic
investigation of misbehavior detection in VANETs with a
novel taxonomy of detection mechanisms reﬁned by considering the interaction of vehicles. As the fundamental basis
of misbehavior detection analysis, current deployments,
security attributes, and security issues have been discussed
ﬁrst. Then, a more precise deﬁnition of misbehavior, detection mode, and detection objects is provided. In most
research, misbehavior detection is primarily classiﬁed as
data-centric and node-centric [26–28]. Based on previous
work, we further reﬁned node-centric and data-centric
detection into two branches: autonomous and collaborative.
The reﬁned approach draws on the detection mode,
mathematical model, and method.
The rest of this study is structured as follows. Section 2
discusses the overview of VANETs, security attributes,
challenges, and attacks. Section 3 presents the deﬁnition, the
attacker model, and the detection mode of misbehaviors for
VANET. Section 4 discusses the state-of-the-art detection
mechanisms based on their feasibility, followed by a summary, including open issues and future directions.

2. System Model, Security, and
Challenges in Vanets
VANETs are a form of MANET connecting vehicles to infrastructures [29, 30], which have several beneﬁts in reducing road accidents, providing a more comfortable and
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pleasurable driving experience, and facilitating automobile
parking [31]. It aims to share information and increase
eﬃcient communication between vehicles. Vehicles in
VANET can share traﬃc ﬂow parameters, driver behavior,
and driving conditions within their vicinity by using wireless
communication technologies [32]. Moreover, VANETs are
more susceptible to various assaults and face more security
challenges because it is an open-access environment with
numerous participants and various data sources.
2.1. System Model. The VANET’s architecture comprises
OBU, roadside unit (RSU), and trusted authority (TA).
Vehicles in VANETs are equipped with an OBU, which
serves as a router and a terminal node. The RSU is stationed
along the roadway to monitor network node behavior [33].
The TA is responsible for registering the RSU and the OBU
in VANETs, which are utilized to maintain and operate the
network system. VANETs have developed the V2X (vehicleto-everything) communication concept (see Figure 1 for a
VANET overview). V2X communications enable vehicle-tovehicle (V2V), vehicle-to-infrastructure (V2I), vehicle-topedestrian, and vehicle-to-cloud connections, which can
either use DSRC, LTE, 4G, or 5G. It could be accomplished
via the employment of either an IEEE 802.11p-based
technology (running at the 5.9 GHz frequency) or a longterm evolution (LTE)-based technology [2]. The network’s
entities could connect directly (e.g., through 802.11p-based
technologies or LTE-PC5/sidelink interface) or indirectly via
the LTE-Uu interface (uplink and downlink).
V2X communication technology is projected to increase
traﬃc eﬃciency by minimizing collisions and conserving
resources by various security applications [27, 28]. Typical
V2X application use cases include the following: road safety
(e.g., traﬃc jam/incident reporting, collision warning, and
collision avoidance), cooperative autonomous driving, and
infotainment services (e.g., traﬃc information services).
The communication information in VANETs is composed of two types of messages: beacon and safety messages.
Beacon messages are a kind of periodic data that indicates
the presence of a vehicle inside a network. They provide the
vehicle’s location, the sender’s identiﬁcation, the vehicle’s
speed, and the time. When a safety event occurs, safety
messages are sent indicating the location of the occurrence
[27]. To promote V2X communication deployment, V2X
messages have been further deﬁned to include basic safety
messages (BSMs), cooperative awareness messages (CAMs)
[34], and decentralized environmental notiﬁcation messages
(DENMs) [35]. BSM carries information on the transmitting
vehicle, such as its position, dynamics, and status. The default portion is cyclical (sent at a rate maximum rate of
10 Hz). The other half is triggered by events (e.g., emergency
braking and traﬃc bottlenecks) [36]. Periodic broadcasting
also describes CAM [34] and event-driven DENM [35].
Event-driven BSM messages are appropriate for usage in
local neighborhoods (e.g., single-hop broadcast). Moreover,
DENMs may be used to specify particular geographical
regions (e.g., multiple hops’ geo-cast).
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Figure 1: Attacks with corresponding Internet protocol stack layers.

2.2. VANET Characteristics. Compared with MANETs,
VANETs exhibit greater mobility and frequent topology
changes. During the 2010–2020 decade, the characteristics of
VANETs investigated in [1, 37–46] could be generally divided
into two categories. One of them is network and communication, and another is participants, including vehicles and
drivers [37]. The characteristics of VANETs are as follows:
(1) VANET characteristics related to network and
communication are
(a) High mobility
One of the main features of the VANET’s protocol is its great mobility. In a VANET, the node
travels at a fast rate, resulting in a compacted
network mesh. The network’s communication
time is cut in half due to node mobility [43, 47],
and calculating the vehicles’ location is complex.
(b) Unbounded network
VANET is an unbounded, scalable network that
may connect one or more cities or even whole
nations. As a result, security needs necessitate
collaboration and supervision.
(c) Dynamic changing network topology
Nodes are highly mobile, and vehicle speeds
should be unpredictable. Node positions vary
often. As a result, the topology of VANETs is
ﬂuid and unpredictably changing. This feature
makes VANETs more vulnerable to assaults.
(d) Frequent network reconnection
According to the high-speed vehicle movement
and other objective factors such as weather
conditions, VANETs are frequently disconnected. Recurrent disconnection might also be
caused by a substantial number of cars on the
road, which may lead to substantial reconnection
in the traﬃc environment.
(e) Transmission medium
In VANETs, the transmission medium is wireless. The global availability of this wireless
transmission medium is a great beneﬁt in IVC.
However, several security issues depend on the

nature of transmission and communication security when using open support.
(f ) Information exchange frequency
VANET motivates the nodes to gather nearby
automobiles and RSU data. As a result, the nodes
communicate information regularly.
(g) Resource-constrained environment
In VANETs, transmission power and bandwidth
are limited [48]. Transmission power is limited
in the wireless access of vehicular environment
(WAVE), ranging from 0 dBm to 28.8 dBm, with
coverage distances ranging from 10 m to 1 km.
As a result, restricted power transfer may aﬀect
VANET coverage distance [49]. The conventional DSRC band in VANET is considered
limited: the DSRC bandwidth is 27 MHZ, and
the throughput is 27 Mbps.
(h) Attenuations
DSRC wireless communication’s performance
has a constraint linked with the digital transmission with such frequency bands because of
diﬀraction, reﬂection, dispersion, refraction,
scattering, and various forms of fading and
Doppler Eﬀect losses [50]. That situation also
leads to propagation delays.
(2) VANET Characteristics Related to Participants
(Vehicles and Drivers)
(a) High processing power and suﬃcient energy
No issues with energy, computation capacity, or
storage failure in VANET nodes are observed.
They have their battery power supply and remarkable computing capabilities for executing
complex cryptographic calculations such as RSA
and ECDSA while providing inﬁnite transmission power.
(b) Better physical security
VANET nodes are now more physically secure
and physically protected. As a result, physically
compromising a VANET node will be
challenging.
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(c) Low latency and accurate location
The transmitting information in VANET has a
high demand for time, which must be sent to the
correct node within the speciﬁed time frame to
make a judgment and take appropriate action.
Many applications rely on location and geographic addressing or area. Hence, the global
positioning system (GPS) is a standard equipment in most automobiles, providing locationbased service (LBS).
(d) Trustworthy
The majority of drivers are regarded as reliable
and helpful in discovering malicious attackers.
Meanwhile, vehicle registration, maintenance,
and inspection must be registered with a TA and
given a unique identifying number (license plate)
that eﬀectively regulars the behavior of most
participants.

In summary, the vehicular network is the outcome of
interactions between driver behavior, network, and infrastructure that not only promotes development but also
brings security risks. Next to introducing VANET characteristics, the following section discusses VANET security
issues and potential attacks.
2.3. Security Issues in VANETs. The conﬁdentiality, integrity,
and availability (CIA) method is a typical approach to security categorization, which has been used in conventional
networks [14, 43, 51]. The CIA dimension and other dimensions such as authentication, identity, and nonrepudiation are used to categorize typical security
vulnerabilities in ITS.
(i) Availability
Availability is critical to the security of VANET [52].
Compared with other security services, availability
is more prone to harmful attacks. The most common assaults on the availability of VANET components and services are denial-of-service attacks
[1]. As a result, VANETs may be protected from
these attacks using trust-based and cryptography
measures.
(ii) Conﬁdentiality
Conﬁdentiality is one of the critical security attributes that VANET must consider while dealing with
sensitive information in the vehicular network.
Conﬁdentiality allows VANET devices and parties
to interact safely and privately without providing
information to uninvolved parties while preventing
other parties and possible adversaries from listening
in on the conversation [14].
(iii) Integrity
In VANET, a hostile car may attack by intercepting
and changing communications messages between
two vehicles before sending the messages to other
vehicles. This form of assault has been researched in
[53], but it is still a widespread problem in VANETs.

PKI and cryptography solutions are helpful in this
issue [54]. Data integrity guarantees that the content
of the message is not changed or altered during
transmission.
(iv) Authentication and identiﬁcation
Authenticating and identifying play a vital role in
ensuring the VANET by preventing them from
malicious entities in the network [14]. Most VANET
authentication and identiﬁcation research has
shifted to the concept of using pseudonyms instead
of vehicle identities to enable more anonymity
[53, 55, 56]. Employing pseudonyms demands more
cost and computation when processing safety
messages because the receiver needs to verify the
sender’s identiﬁcation. Moreover, TA must ﬁrst
conﬁrm a batch of pseudonyms when multiple cars
send messages to TA simultaneously.
(v) Nonrepudiation
Nonrepudiation assures that the transmitting and
receiving entities cannot deny the transmission and
the receipt. Nonrepudiation prevents the deniability
of harmful acts by members of the system. Notably,
it focuses on the study of VANETs and V2V
communications. Most nonrepudiation research
[57–59] relies on a trusted third party to conﬁrm the
real-world identity.
2.4. Attacks on VANETs. With the spread of VANETs, that
new security concerns against these highly mobile yet
predictable networks exploited is quite probable. Attacks
seek to disrupt the qualities of conﬁdentiality, integrity,
availability, identity, authentication, and nonrepudiation
because of the variety of technologies and devices that make
up VANET. While several attacks are derivatives of previous
MANET-based assaults, several are unique to VANETs.
Compared to the security issues listed in the previous section, existing attacks on VANETs are grouped according to
their objectives and targets. First, diﬀerent security threats in
VANETs are compared by considering criteria such as attack
kinds, impact area, and security properties, and categorizing
each possible attack as active or passive, as shown in Table 1.
2.5. Attacks on Availability. Attacks on availability are a
critical component of the VANET system, as a lack of
availability functionality may drop the eﬃciency of information accessibility. Several attacks may destroy the availability of VANET.
(1) DoS attack
One of the most common VANET attacks is DoS,
which tries to disable a system’s legitimate operations. It attacks the VANET network by submitting
excessive requests for the system [60]. The attacker
blocks the vehicle’s connection, hindering any action. For example, to interrupt communication between cars and RSUs, an attacker might attempt to
disable the RSUs’ network in VANETs. Many
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Table 1: Category of various attacks in VANET.

Security Attributes

Availability

Conﬁdentiality

Integrity

Authentication and identiﬁcation

Nonrepudiation

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

Attacks
Denial-of-service attack
Jamming attack
Blackhole attack
Gray hole attack
Greedy behavior attack
Bogus information attack
Eavesdropping attack
Man-in-the-middle
Traﬃc analysis
Masquerading
Replay attack
Message tampering attack
Illusion attack
Sybil attack
Node impersonation attack
Spooﬁng of GPS
Wormhole attack
Tunneling assault
Replication attack
Free-riding attack
Repudiation attack

attackers may launch this attack using a distributed
denial-of-service simultaneously.
Jamming attack
Attacker use of a highly driven signal of comparable
frequency disrupts the VANET communication
channel, which is the most dangerous security application attack. If a jamming assault is eﬀective, the
jammer interrupts the usable signal concurrently
with an occurrence [61].
Blackhole attack
In a VANET black hole attack, the malicious node
may use other nodes to force them to pass their
packets via it as often as feasible. Moreover, the
routing protocol is primarily utilized to promote
itself to other intermediary nodes as having the
fastest path to the destination [47].
Gray hole attack
This attack occurs when a malicious node appears as
a regular node, resulting in eavesdropping and selective forwarding attacks, referred to as Gray hole
attacks [62].
Greedy behavior attack

This attack primarily targets MAC functionality and
occurs when a malicious vehicle abuses the MAC
protocol, resulting in traﬃc congestion and a collision on the broadcast channel. The other participants’ legitimate services might be delayed [63].
(6) Bogus information attack
Vehicles utilize data created or sent by other vehicles
or RSUs in VANETs. Attackers might generate and
transmit misleading information to the network on
its own or inject phony security messages into the

Impact area
Application
Application
Application
Application
Infrastructure
Application
Application
Application
Application
Infrastructure
Infrastructure
Application
Application
Application, infrastructure
Infrastructure
Application
Application
Infrastructure
Infrastructure
Infrastructure
Infrastructure

Attacker activeness
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Passive
Active
Passive
Passive
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Passive

network, as shown by accidents and traﬃc jams [64].
The attacker usually tries to control other cars with
selﬁsh or malevolent purposes [65].
2.6. Attacks on Conﬁdentiality. Conﬁdentiality requires assurances that unauthorized individuals in the network will
never leak secret information [65]. It also prohibits unwilling
access to personal data such as a person’s name, license plate,
and location.
(1) Eavesdropping attack
Eavesdropping aims to obtain conﬁdential information
from safe data [66]. Therefore, attackers can know of
hidden information, including user identity theft and
data location that can be used to identify vehicles.
(2) Man-in-the-middle attack
An attacker enters the network and intercepts a
communication sent by the sender [67]. This message
is altered before being delivered to the intended recipient. As a result, the sender/receiver receives incorrect information from the attacker despite believing
the communication is accurate and trustworthy.
(3) Traﬃc analysis
An attacker analyses the traﬃc. The attacker collects
all the information by getting involved in the vehicle
network [68]. The attacker can attack by gathering
information and categorizing nodes from all vehicles
communicating.
2.7. Attacks on Integrity. Data integrity ensures that information obtained from nodes created during message exchange is accurate. Data integrity attacks are assaults on the
transmitted data’s integrity.
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(1) Masquerading
An attacker can spoof privileged legitimate users for
various malicious purposes, including gaining access
to unauthorized information and avoiding detection
and accountability [69].
(2) Replay attack
This attack aims to exploit the circumstances during
the original message’s transmission. An attacker
might acquire network information, transmit, repeatedly provide actual data, and inject beacons and
answers from the VANET network [39]. The attacker
hopes to repeat or postpone fraudulent transmission.
(3) Message tampering attack
Data transported between the source and the destination targets message tampering attackers. Tampering attacks are frequently carried out when an
attacker edits or changes previously delivered messages. This attack causes considerable problems in
message transmission because an unauthorized
person can tamper with messages and change their
contents, making distinguishing between tampered
messages and authentic messages diﬃcult.
(4) Illusion attack
The attacker sends out alerts based on road conditions, giving the vehicles the impression of delays,
accidents, and lower overall VANET results [70]. The
adversary transmits scene-aligned traﬃc warning
messages depending on the current road state, creating a deception for automobiles in its vicinity. The
illusion assault may easily result in a vehicle accident,
traﬃc gridlock, and a reduction in VANET bandwidth consumption.

2.8. Attacks on Authentication and Identiﬁcation. The importance of based type information, such as user identiﬁcation and sender address, cannot be overstated. It is
required. Authentication may regulate the permission levels
of cars and typically avoid Sybil attacks by providing unique
identiﬁcation to each vehicle [71]. While attacks against
authentication are common, the attackers inﬁltrate the
network using a false identity, disclosing faked GPS signals,
changing, fabricating messages, introducing inaccurate information to cause harm, and disrupting communication
between linked cars.
(1) Sybil attack
Sybil attack may be classiﬁed as one of the most
severe assaults in VANETs. A node (vehicle) might
pretend to have more than one identity [72]. It
becomes more hazardous on networks utilizing
geographical routing, as the attacker claims that the
vehicle is at multiple spots by transmitting misleading information about its position.

(2) Node impersonation attack
This type of Sybil attack happens when an attacker
determines the VANET’s user ID [73].
(3) Spooﬁng of GPS
It is also regarded as a tunnel assault [74]. An attacker might feed bogus location information into
another vehicle using GPS simulators. After exiting a
physical tunnel or a jammed-up location, the victim
may be waiting for a GPS signal.
(4) Wormhole attack
A wormhole attack (WA) is carried out by two or
more hacked nodes that advertise that they have the
shortest way to any destination [75]. WA extends
packet tunneling between two malicious nodes in a
VANET when the attacker has control of at least two
malicious nodes. The attacker aims to change the
network’s logical topology to gather and manipulate
massive volumes of network traﬃc.
(5) Tunneling attack
Like WA, a personal conversation on the tunnel
channel starts using the same network. The attacker
connects to the VANETs from two diﬀerent locations. As a result, far away nodes may be connected
as neighbors [47].
(6) Replication attack
The security of VANET is jeopardized by replication.
In a replication attack, an attacker attempts to
capture sensor nodes by obtaining the credentials of
genuine sensor nodes [76]. Once captured, the adversary gathers all the credentials, such as keys and
identities. To eavesdrop on transmitted communications or undermine the network’s operation, the
attacker creates a clone or replica of the original node
in the same network to show that the injected clone is
identical to the genuine node [77]. Node replication
attack is a particularly severe assault on VANET. An
attacker may target many sensor nodes by capturing
the entire cluster or cluster head and creating a clone
or duplicate of the entire cluster.
(7) Free-riding attack
This viral attack is carried out by a hostile user who
uses bogus authentication and cooperative message
authentication.
2.9. Attacks on Non-Repudiation. Repudiation is an attack
where the attacker bypasses the transport and network layers.
Denial of participation in the communication is referred to as
a repudiation assault. Whatever a vehicle serves as a sender or
receiver, an attacker node visits the system as a selﬁsh node
and denies any conducting action. It refuses the transmission
or the receipt of a message, known as a repudiation attack. It
wastes VANET resources, creates network delays, and consumes excessive network bandwidth [78].
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Figure 2 depicts all of the attacks mentioned above and
the protocol stack layers that may occur.

3. Misbehavior in VANETs
In VANET, security protection technologies aim to address
security issues as the last section posed. That can be generally
categorized into proactive and reactive processes [79]. The
diﬀerence between proactive and reactive is that proactive
security prevents the potential outside attackers from
accessing the system. By contrast, reactive protection detects
and corrects malicious node that has already occurred.
Proactive security refers to any technique that enforces a
security policy. This category encompasses methods such as
integrity and authenticity checks (e.g., cryptographic signature veriﬁcation), access control mechanisms, and various
other systems. The typical proactive security mechanism in
VANET is PKIs which issue key material and certiﬁcates
only to approved vehicles and entities. Without legal signatures, all unauthorized entities are excluded from the
system. That setup establishes a trusted environment around
all allowed entities. However, if the attack comes from an
inside spy, it can still succeed in some situations. For example, an insider attacker may inject a bogus message to
warn oncoming vehicles about a road hazard. To avoid
obstruction, receiving vehicles brake forcefully. That attacks
could result in accidents, jeopardizing passenger lives. In this
situation, proactive security is not enough, which urgently
needs active safety assistance. The reactive security mechanism consists of the detection and response phase that
could thwart threats that are not prevented by proactive
security [80]. One of the most prominent reactive security
mechanisms is misbehavior detection [81].
3.1. Misbehavior Deﬁnition in VANET. Based on the target
location of the attackers, attacks in VANET could be classiﬁed into intravehicle attacks and intervehicle attacks.
Intravehicle describes the communications with a vehicle.
For example, fake GPS information or deactivating an autonomous car’s steering or braking system is exceedingly
risky [82]. With the development of VANET, intervehicle
communications are more complex than intravehicle
communications because they are available when cars are
stationary or moving [83]. Intervehicle attacks occur in
vehicular communication scenarios, where vehicles gather
information from other vehicles or the RSU to realize security functions. Vehicles, RSU, and cloud platforms
transmit traﬃc-related information such as accident notiﬁcations, traﬃc congestion, and road conditions to aid intelligent transportation system management. Therefore,
bogus message attacks caused by misbehaving nodes and
fraudulent messages shared by these nodes may lead to
severe consequences. With rising concerns, the primary
focus of this study is intervehicle misbehavior.
Misbehavior is an ambiguous concept used in the environment of VANET. Numerous works of literature
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provide deﬁnitions of misbehavior [74, 84–86], which are
generally implied by the attacker model. VANET misbehavior detection indicates that the node should be monitored for their misbehavior because of the false information
they share. In this study, we deﬁned misbehavior as the
threatening behavior and false information carried out by
the participants in intervehicle networks.
Threatening behaviors of an initiator in our misbehavior
deﬁnition are not only referred to the behavior of attackers
and malicious participants but also the incorrect behavior of
faulty nodes. Thus, participating nodes could be distinguished into malfunctioning and malevolent nodes [87, 88].
The primary diﬀerence between these two types of nodes is
whether they include malice. Faulty nodes are typically
network nodes that produce incorrect data without malice.
Examples include failing temperature sensors and GPS
devices that cause false readings. Malevolent node behaviors
are with malicious intent. Malicious nodes can be divided
into two types, attackers and selﬁsh participants. Attackers
launching attacks aim to destroy the security of VANET with
evil intentions and pose a direct danger to VANET security
on purpose. Unlike this, selﬁsh participants are more interested in getting priority in VANETs. For example, a traﬃc
participant wants to prioritize using the road and sends a
false message falsely claiming to be an emergency vehicle.
These nodes may trick other network members into believing that they receive the real message. Classiﬁcations of
misbehavior initiator and its possible threatening behaviors
are as shown in Figure 3.
False information in our misbehavior deﬁnition refers to
faulty and malicious packets that are not consistent with the
previse message or are implausible with the underlying model.
That may come from attackers aiming to disturb the environment or a damaged sensor. As we mentioned before, there
are few encrypted protocols in the vehicular network, and
transmitted messages (e.g., BSMs and CAMs) are approachable, and the content is rarely encrypted. Meanwhile, VANET
is unbounded and scalable, which is a favorable condition to
detect faulty messages. The next part classiﬁed threatening
participants’ attacker model by motivations and targets.
3.2. Attacker Model. In contrast to most network scenarios,
no globally acknowledged attacker model is routinely utilized for VANET. This part examines the issues involved
with the attacker model for VANETs and challenges. Raya
and Hubaux proposed a foundational publication in security
in VANET in 2007 [74]. They proposed the generic attacker
model in their paper, which provides a set of classiﬁcations
for attackers to identify diﬀerent types of attacks by analyzing attackers’ memberships, motivation, attribution, and
scopes. Along with the generic attacker model, other notable
attacker models remain. After reviewing the generic attacker
model, we introduced a novel classiﬁcation of the attacker
model in VANETs, oriented by attack targets.
The generic attacker model is divided into four types:
insider and outsider, rational and malicious, active and
passive, and local and expanded.
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Internet Protocol Stack Layers

Attacks in VANETs

Blackhole

Message tampering

Gray hole

Greedy
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Wormhole
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Sybil attack
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Figure 2: Attacks with corresponding Internet protocol stack layers.
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(1) Insider and outsider
This category, which stands for membership, is
discussed above. The system is inaccessible to all
unlawful entities without the legally authorized
certiﬁcate. The distinction depends on whether the
attacker can access the system legally and possesses
valid credentials. The outside attacker without valid
credentials could be blocked out of VANET. For
example, the insider attacker could insert a false
message to harm the vehicular communication
security.
(2) Rational and malicious
The attacker’s motivation can be divided into two
categories: rational attacker that derives a direct
advantage from his attack and malicious attacker
that tries to disrupt or inﬂict damage.
(3) Active and passive
The attacker’s method can be classiﬁed into active
and passive. The passive attacker only eavesdrops on
the channel. However, the active attacker may
threaten others by releasing malicious signals. This
work aims to detect active attackers in this survey
because misbehavior detection aims to ascertain if

particular messages or signals represent undesired
behavior.
(4) Local and expanded
The last classiﬁcation criterion is the attack’s scope,
which might be local or global. The metric for this
classiﬁcation is not the number of attacked nodes but
the distribution of the attackers. The scope of the
local attacker model refers to the one attacker or
multiple attackers existing in a limited area to control
nodes. Expanded attacker model refers to the attacker’s distribution across the network [25]. Dolev
and Yao attacker paradigm is the most typical attacker model in this category [89]. In the Dolev–Yao
model, attackers are authorized participants in the
network who can intercept messages and change,
delete, or copy messages to launch an attack.
With most participants being honest as a premise,
several scholars have used game theory to formalize and
expand these attacker models and gave examples in the
literature [90–92]. Building on previous work, Monteuuis
et al. [93] derived an attacker model based on the data life
cycle and recent attacks. In this model, Monteuuis added one
more classiﬁcation of the attacker to Raya’s research and
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built a ﬁve-dimensional generic attacker model. The difference with previous work is taking attackers’ goals as an
extra dimension. The term “goal” refers to either a direct or
indirect goal, which aids in identifying attackers in the
perception domain. The primary target is reached directly in
a direct attack, whereas the primary target is reached indirectly in an indirect attack. Monteuusis et al. also provided
an example of similar attacks with a diﬀerent goal, as
depicted in Table 2.
Along with the generic attacker model, other notable
attacker models remain. These attacker models can be
classiﬁed according to the attack target: sensor-directed,
data-directed, communication-directed, and processingdirected.
3.3. Sensor-Directed Attacker Model. Sensor aggressor aims
at vehicle sensors, which disturb sensor perception through
attacks. Petit et al. simulated the attacker model on the radar
sensor [94]. They used lidar to capture, delay, and replay the
signal. Additionally, they relayed and replayed the signal
from a diﬀerent location, paving the path for signal forging
assaults. Yan et al. investigated attacks that utilize the underlying principles of sensors to blind or deceive them, such
as using lights, noises, and radio waves to identify boundaries [95]. Sensor attacks can result in malfunctions, fudged
readings, or physical damage. Moreover, a malicious sensor
can radically alter the sensor orientation to cause the error of
measurements. For example, Sitawarin et al. [96] proposed
that signals vary as they are viewed from diﬀerent angles,
allowing the driver and sign recognition systems to interpret
them diﬀerently. Therefore, the results of the sensor-directed
attacker model could be disastrous for one automobile and a
group of cars nearby in VANET.
3.4. Data-Directed Attacker Model. The data-directed attacker model is valuable for an attacker willing to message
and data tampering. Petit et al. [97] proposed that the attack
surfaces are derived using the V2X data lifecycle and used
data lifecycle as foundations of a revised attacker model,
which includes realistic attacks and responses. They mentioned that while data processing, rest, and transit are all
well-secured, metadata and data acquisition demand special
attention from the research community. Jedh et al. [98]
proposed that CAN communications with arbitrary IDs and
data are regularly sent by attackers, referred to as CAN
message injection. Receiving ECUs has diﬃculty knowing if
the sent message is sent by an attacker or by the intended
ECU due to the broadcast nature of the protocol. An attacker
may inject messages (for example, increasing the speed) that
could jeopardize the driver’s safety.
3.5. Communication-Directed Attacker Model. The communication-directed attacker model describes the malicious
communicator who threatens vehicular communication.
Malicious communicator is a term we use to describe an
attacker who combines fully adversarial networking, voyeur,
and communication trickster.
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(a) Fully adversarial networking
Fully adversarial networking is a kind of attack in
which an attacker sends arbitrary messages and then
launches a selective DoS attack on a network. Several
works of literature have studied the eﬀect of this
attack in VANET [99–102]. In this attack, the assailant targets the media to create a channel jam. The
primary idea is to overburden the network and make
legitimate nodes’ access to networks and means
diﬃcult.
(b) Voyeur
Voyeur is an attacker who collects conﬁdential information from anonymous public data transferred
in cooperative ITS (e.g., routing). For threats to
privacy in VANET, this attack is also one of the main
issues being studied [103–105]. Voyeurs can monitor
transmitting vehicles in a neighborhood using
tracking. The attacker collects private data such as
preferred driving path and geographic information.
After processing, anonymous data can derive conﬁdential information such as the vehicle owner’s
identity using its dwelling location.
(c) Communication trickster
Communication trickster refers to authentic messages that contain incorrect information. If these
erroneous contents are left unchecked, several disassociations between V2X messages and sensor data
may occur. It also can be used to describe an entity
that transmits malicious updates over the air (OTA).
(4) Processing-directed attacker model
The processing-directed attacker model interferes
with the perception system’s processing and storage
stages to disable or deceive the system. An attacker
might construct valid virtual candidates to raise data
processing’s calculation demand [8]. The data processor has a gating process ﬁltering mechanism to
realize data association and track maintenance issues. It aims to reduce the amount of data processing
needed to resolve the query. However, it can also be
abused to create valid candidates for data processing
[106, 107].

4. State-of-the-Art
As presented in Section 2, either IEEE or ETSI has a PKIbased system to protect vehicular messages. However,
neither the IEEE nor the ETSI versions currently contain
protections that assure the correctness of a V2X message’s
contents. Cryptographic techniques such as digital signatures, authentication, and encryption have long been
employed as the ﬁrst line of protection against various
external threats. While having a valid signature, a participant
vehicle with a legitimate set of digital certiﬁcates could
deliver erroneous messages. Sensor failures, onboard unit
problems, and hacking can cause these issues. The physical
sensors that collect environmental data (e.g., GPS and radar)
could provide inaccurate results. In conventional network
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Table 2: Examples of similar attacks with a diﬀerent goal.

Attacks
Alter road signs to fool sensors
Alter road signs for “fun”
Camera blinding towards the unperceived stop sign
Camera blinding for “fun”
Communication badmouthing
Faulty safety message

Attacker Model
Membership

Motivation

Scope

Method

Outsider

Malicious

Local

Active

Outsider

Malicious

Local

Active

Insider

Malicious

Both
Local

Active

intrusion detection, detection looks for erroneous packets
rather than harmful packets. Such a network deals with a
high volume of encrypted traﬃc and a diverse range of
application layer protocols. By contrast, transmitted data in
VANET are rarely encrypted, which is mostly public to reach
the “cooperative” goal between vehicles. Owing to the cooperative nature of VANET, malevolent nodes or intruders
can still engage in harmful behavior such as DoS, vehicle
hijacking, information leaking, data manipulation, and
dissemination of false information. To identify and block the
entrance of malevolent vehicles, intrusion detection systems
(IDSs) have been suggested as a second line of defense
[108–111]. IDS and intrusion prevention systems are generally deployed in traditional networks using reactive security mechanisms [25]. These mechanisms are being
intensively explored, and numerous surveys have been
conducted on the subject [3, 112–115]. These are mainly
based on the detection methods: signature-based detection
(target at known attack patterns), anomaly-based detection
(target at detecting abnormal activity), anomaly-based detection (target at detecting speciﬁcation deviations), and
speciﬁcation-based detection (target at speciﬁcation deviations). However, due to the inherent features of VANETs
and the harsh, dynamic environment, the traditional IDSs
designed for other wireless networks such as wireless LAN,
WSN, and relatively limited systems, such as an in-car
system,
are
not
directly
applicable
VANETs
[108–111, 116, 117]. The high mobility, varying density, and
network size introduce new vulnerabilities and challenges
when applying IDSs on VANETs [109, 118]. Compared with
intrusion detection, misbehavior detection can leverage the
open nature of data and is not constrained by the absence of
a system boundary, making it a potentially more suited
technique. In Section 4, the state-of-the-art detection
mechanisms based on their feasibility are presented.
4.1. Mode of Misbehavior Detection. The classiﬁcation of
detection mode is by participating nodes: local (standalone),
cooperative, and global detection.
(i) Local (standalone) detection
It refers to each information packet detection by a
single node (standalone vehicle or RSU) independently
that uses internal consistency and, in several cases, the
vehicle’s sensors as correctness indicators. For this
detection, these strategies do not rely on the responses
of other nodes. Moreover, this detection mechanism
checks for plausibility, consistency, and behavior.

Goal
Indirect
Direct
Indirect
Direct
Indirect
Direct

(ii) Collaboration detection
With the assistance of neighbor nodes, cooperative
data detection schemes monitor node veriﬁcation
for misinformation. When a node receives safetyrelated messages, cooperative data detection techniques examine data relationships with numerous
vehicles in the network. The key advantage of cooperative detection is that it can more accurately
locate misbehavior nodes. Cooperative-based detection schemes have suﬃcient information to detect fraudulent messages while also detecting
spurious messages, including behavior-based detection, trusted-based detection, and consistencybased detection.
(iii) Global detection
It refers to detection that is not only by dependent
nodes or cooperative detection but occurs with the
help of a back-end system in some way. This operation may entail gathering the misbehavior reports received from the vehicle or RSU over a set
period of time. The integrity of these misbehavior
reports is then evaluated, and the misbehavior
management component accurately deﬁnes the type
of misbehavior. The misbehavior management
component is a back-end security management
system, which performs this activity in global detection. This process is assisted by vehicle, RSU, and
the back-end system and does not need to be realtime due to the amount of processed data and the
need for high detection reliability.
The attacks and detection strategies proposed in the
literature are compiled in this part, and the potential solutions in diﬀerent detection modes are listed in Table 3. A
few years ago, most of the detection solutions in Table 3 were
OBU-based, without any infrastructure support. The three
subarchitectures of OBU-based techniques are standalone,
cooperative, and hierarchical. Due to highly mobile vehicles
going over broad areas, RSU-only detection uses central
administration techniques to identify intrusions by installing
RSUs covering large areas. To speed up detection by reducing detection accuracy, recently, the majority of the latest
detection solutions have been collaborative. Hierarchical
architecture is dispersed and cooperative by nature; it splits a
network into groups, such as clusters, and assigns additional
responsibility to speciﬁc nodes, such as cluster heads.
Clustered routing protocols are often recommended for
vehicle ad hoc networks [117, 118].
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The local-based detection technique can be further divided into plausibility checking, consistency checking, and
behavior checking. In plausibility checking, each node is
veriﬁed through predeﬁned rules. The movement of a vehicle
is veriﬁed by two beacons sent to each node. A database
checking model is proposed to prevent false information in
VANETs. It consists of rules and a checking model. The main
objective of these rules is to detect fake messages. For example, in consistency checking, false information is discovered locally rather than across VANETs. Consistency of
messages from the same sender is used to detect inconsistencies. Behavior checking detection observes event reporters. These systems rely on single node behavior. The
time cost of this technique is lower than others because it
does not need other vehicles’ behavior data [143].
Compared with local detection, cooperative detection
has a higher detection success rate. The vehicles in the
neighborhood are proof of misbehavior. Compared with
local-based detection techniques, these schemes have a low
false-positive rate, which can accurately detect Sybil attacks
[72, 131–133]. Compared with local detection systems, cooperative detection generates higher overhead and processing. Moreover, the eﬃciency of cooperative detection
techniques in VANETs may be hampered by low vehicle
density [144].
Most of the global detection schemes are assisted by an
infrastructure system. Within the infrastructure models, the
credibility of misbehavior detection is established on infrastructure models by checking certiﬁcates supplied to
vehicles [141, 145]. Global detection models also can be
either entity or data-oriented models. Entity-oriented
models seek to permanently exclude misbehavior nodes
from all network processes permanently or temporarily.
Data-oriented models are based on the similarity mining
technique [120, 121], used to ﬁnd similar messages or
vehicles.
Furthermore, global detection mainly uses multiple
levels to analyze messages to achieve global collective detection goals. Sedjelmaci and Senouci [146] proposed using
three cooperative levels of intrusion detection. This scheme
has a typical structure of global detection, local knowledgebased intrusion detection in each vehicle, collaborative
detection by cluster heads, and global detection within the
RSU and back-end.
4.2. Taxonomy of Misbehavior Detection. VANETs are vulnerable to various security risks [58, 143], as we reviewed in
Section 2. Vehicles acquire not only messages but evidence
for malicious behavior from around nodes.
In this situation, combining the VANETs characteristics,
it is easy to ﬁnd that misbehavior detection is a necessary and
desirable approach to provide reactive security protection.
In 2009, Raya ﬁrst proposed a data-centric misbehavior
detection framework, where Raya considers trust in information rather than in the information source. Following this
work, many node-centric schemes have been proposed
[143–145], which rely on the participants instead of
information.
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According to the previous work, mechanisms detecting
attacks are categorized into two main classiﬁcations regularly
used in the previous work: node-centric detection and datacentric detection [25, 85, 147]. Node-centric mechanisms are
primarily concerned with the network’s participants. To
evaluate a node’s forwarding behavior, they may look at
packet frequencies, properly formed messages, and other
variables. Alternatively, they might focus on participant
participation and estimate their trustworthiness based on
prior signals’ accuracy. In contrast to focusing on the node,
the data-centric detection mechanism focuses on the message
rather than the sending node. They rely on the message’s
content to verify its validity. The correctness of the message
must be evaluated. Based on the categorizations above, we
further reﬁned either data-centric detection or node-centric
detection into two branches according to the detection mode
we introduced above. The classiﬁcation of branches is dependent on the feature of communication from a singlevehicle (autonomous) and mechanisms that seek to derive
misbehavior from multiple vehicles (collaborative). Autonomous detection has the beneﬁt of working regardless of
whether attackers are present, whereas collaborative detection
relies on the existence of an honest majority. The taxonomy of
misbehavior detection is shown in Figure 4. After discussing
these classiﬁcations, the two primary categories and their
branches are explained in detail.
4.2.1. Node-Centric Misbehavior Detection. Node-centric
strategies focus on the participants’ behavior instead of the
data, which analyzes the behavior or interaction with
neighborhood vehicles to determine its trustworthiness. For
example, based on the nodes’ behavior, the detection result
depends on whether a node acts stable to send reliably by
examining packet frequencies and formed messages. Nodecentric detections are further classiﬁed as autonomous and
cooperative mechanisms.
(1) Autonomous Detection Mechanism. Autonomous detection is the ﬁrst branch of node-centric detection, which
analyzes data on a node-by-node basis rather than data
semantics. This sort of detection uses protocol-level trends in
speciﬁc node activity that examine the number of messages
sent by a node and their format.
(A) Static knowledge and protocol-based detection
The static knowledge and protocol-based detection
are denoted based on static knowledge and protocol
rules. These checks were ﬁrst mentioned by Leinmuller et al. in 2006 [148]. Within this part, this
detection is divided into three types.
(1) Message transmission-based detection
Message transmission-based detections are
based on the messages of a particular node,
which can detect the received messages from
single-hop neighboring vehicles. This detection
mainly concentrates on the message format and
message frequency. Because of the commonality
of the vehicular communication channel, the
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Table 3: Study of existing approaches in three modes.
Mode

Local
(standalone)

Detection node

Resist attack(s)

Proposed method

Golle et al.
Hortelano et al.

OBU-based
OBU-based

Correcting errors
Blackhole attack

Saﬁ et al.

OBU-based

Wormhole attack

Lo et al.

OBU-based

Illusion attack

Studer et al.

OBU-based

GPS spooﬁng

Adjih et al.

OBU-based

Replay attack

Zhou et al.

RSU-based

Sybil attack

RSU-based

Sybil attack

Comparing received data [106]
Watchdog mechanism [119]
Packet leashes and authentication
[120]
Plausibility validation network
model [72]
Convoy member authentication and
vehicle sequence authentication [121]
Counting technique and timestamps
[122]
Pseudonym pool and hashing
pseudonyms [123]
Fixed key and encryption mechanism
[124]

RSU-based

DoS attack

2D Markov chain model [125]

Isolation

RSU-based

DoS/Flooding attack

Hashing and IP statistics [126]

—

RSU-based

DoS attack

Bloom-ﬁlter and IP-CHOCK [127]

Alarm

RSU-based

DoS attack

Detecting position changes [128]

—

OBU-based

Bogus information

Postcrash notiﬁcation based on
observing deviation of trajectories
[129]

—

RSU-based

Bogus information

Local veriﬁcation protocol [130]

—

RSU and OBU
OBU-based
(cooperative)
OBU-based
(cooperative)
RSU and OBU

Sybil attack

Signal strength analysis [131]
Geographic information and
correlation analysis [132]
Observing similarity in neighboring
nodes and motion trajectories [74]
Timestamp series approach [133]
Estimation of trustworthiness of
position claims [81]
Signal strength intensity (SSI),
packet’s round trip time (RTT), and
vote mechanism [134]
Hypothesis testing for data
correctness [135]
Session key-based certiﬁcate [136]
Event-based reputation value and
trusted value computing [137]
Footprint based on trajectories
identiﬁcations [138]
SVM kernel methods of AnovaDot
and RBFDot [139]
Trust framework and data-centric
veriﬁcation [140]
Three layers intrusion detection
framework and cluster algorithm
Learning automata-based intrusion
detection algorithm [120]
Trust model using watchdog
mechanism [141]
Trust evaluation based on adaptive
detection threshold [142]

—

Rahbari and
Jamali
Soryal and
Saadawi
Verma et al.
Verma and
Hasbullah
RoselinMary
et al.
Ghosh et al.
Vora and
Nesterenko
Xiao et al.
Hao et al.
Grover et al.
Park et al.

Cooperative

Leinmuller et al. RSU and OBU
Sedjelmaci et al.

OBU-based
(cooperative)

Sybil attack
Sybil attack
Sybil attack
Falsiﬁed position
Denial-of-service (DoS),
integrity target, and false
alerts generation

Lee et al.

OBU-based
(cooperative)
Local server

Sybil attack

Feng et al.

Hybrid

Sybil attack

Chang et al.

Hybrid

Sybil attack

Adhikary et al.

Individual
system

DoS attack

Kerrache et al.

Hybrid

DoS attack

Sedjelmaci et al.

Hybrid

Multiple misbehaviors

Kumar and
Chilamkurti

Hybrid

Multiple misbehaviors

Kerrache et al.

Hybrid

Multiple misbehaviors

Kerrache et al.

Hybrid

Multiple misbehaviors

Zaidi et al.

Global
detection

Response
mechanism
Correction
—

Study

False data

—
—
—
Packet
dropping
Revocation
Revocation

Isolation
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
Blacklist
Blacklist and
suspected list
—
Isolation
—
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Figure 4: The taxonomy of misbehavior detection.

maximum transmission frequency of vehicular
messages is limited. Moreover, vehicular messages are in a common ﬁxed format. This
mechanism in VANETs typically focuses on
abnormal nodes that send messages too frequently or incorrectly. Because these assaults are
similar to those targeted by some network intrusion detection systems and this question is
application-oriented, few VANETs-speciﬁc
types of research are available.
(2) Watchdog-based detection
As one of the intrusion detection techniques in
wireless sensor networks, the watchdog is a
network monitoring technique that detects
misbehavior nodes based on the routing protocol.
The watchdog mechanism provides the means for
detecting various kinds of attacks, e.g., gray hole,
delay, injection, or ﬂooding attacks [149].
In the concept of the watchdog mechanism, each
node watches the network to ensure that its
neighbors forward messages, which has been
proposed for routing security in mobile ad hoc
networks at ﬁrst [150]. Then, several approaches
and mechanisms of follow-ups were used to
defend VANETs from their selﬁsh behavior. In
2014, Baburajan and Prajapati [151] described a
watchdog system for detecting misbehaving and

greedy individuals in networks. Each node
watches its surrounding nodes to recognize
misbehaving nodes by maintaining a buﬀer of
recently delivered packets. Determinants to
identify selﬁsh nodes in this scheme are intermediate forwarding node rule-abidingly transfer
the packet or keep the packet selﬁshly. The
watchdog then eliminates and punishes such
self-centered nodes from the network. John and
Haroon [152] described a novel watchdog technique based on the path and thresholds assessment
to avoid packet transmission through selﬁsh nodes.
According to the average of nodes’ ratings in this
scheme, the path with the highest metric is the most
reliable to exclude the selﬁsh nodes. Similarly,
Senthilkumar and William [153] proposed a
scheme composed of a watchdog mechanism,
threshold computation, and manager for misbehavior node detection. In this scheme, the management system consists of a monitoring system, a
reputation system, a trust manager, and a route
manager. The mechanism monitors the behavior of
neighboring nodes and alerts the management
system to any instance of misbehavior. When a
node reaches the threshold value, the path manager
takes action, and the trust manager alerts other
nodes to the misbehaving node.
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(3) Local sensor-based detection
The local sensor-based detection is based on the
local sensor measurements or checking the
neighbor node’s reported location. Localequipped sensors, such as radar, camera, and
detector, can track the surrounding vehicle
traveling and verify its claimed position.
Due to the widespread usage of front radar
systems in automobiles, radar transceivers have
become the main local sensor in this mechanism. Yan et al. [154] originally explored
employing local sensors to validate reported
positions in VANETs in detail. They proposed an
innovative method by using onboard radar to
identify the announced coordinates of neighboring vehicles. They compute the cosine similarity between radar data and neighbor reports
to separate fake data from real data. Their
scheme is useful to defend Sybil and positionbased assaults. Similarly, the framework of
Jaeger et al. [155] incorporated a radar sensor
into a system for detecting misbehavior. It integrated the environment sensors and tested its
practical applicability using recorded traces and
radar data from test cars. The camera has been
widely used in local sensor-based detection
despite radar-based detection in recent years.
Using two independent sensors, Zacharias and
Fröschle [156] proposed a unique technique for
detecting misbehavior in VANETs based on
local traﬃc density. The key to their scheme is
the sensor fusion of multiple sensors. They
combined information from trustworthy and
unreliable sensors to detect misbehavior based on
onboard camera sensors data. It has been proved
that this scheme is well-suited for detecting illusion
assaults. Nguyen et al. [157] proposed a novel
approach to verify the motion behavior of vehicles,
which solved the sensor failure problem. By
extracting position information in exchanging
information, their scheme supports recreating and
evaluating a target vehicle’s motion behavior and
the authenticity of data shared via cooperative
vehicular communications. Moreover, unlike
previous research, this study regularly corrects the
anticipated trajectory’s checkpoints using periodically changing sensor data. It is eﬀective for
collusion and Sybil attacks. Local sensor-based
detection is useful to deal with various attacks. To
this detection mechanism, the reliability of the
input data is crucial. Furthermore, it mostly relies
on the availability of equipped sensors.
(B) Network oriented-detection
(1) Traﬃc and communication-based
The network traﬃc-based strategy aims to detect
probable routing misbehaviors by examining
and recording network traﬃc and communication events [158]. Shila et al. [159] proposed

the scheme based on channel estimation and
traﬃc monitoring. Each node monitors its
nearby nodes’ downstream and upstream network traﬃc. Furthermore, it determines a packet
loss rate to identify the misbehavior node that
launched the selective forwarding attack in
wireless mesh networks (WMNs). The study
presented an adaptive detection threshold for
detecting selective forwarding attacks in WSNs
[160]. Nearby nodes are monitored, and sensor
nodes estimate the usual packet loss rates between themselves and their surrounding nodes
and use these estimated packet loss rates to
evaluate the downstream neighbors’ forwarding
behaviors along the data forwarding channel.
Similarly, Swetha Priya and Prakah Reddy [161]
take lifetime account to the channel aware-based
misbehavior detection. The sensor nodes estimate the traditional packet loss rates between
themselves and their neighbors and use the
calculable packet loss rates to estimate their
peers’ forwarding behaviors along the information forwarding channel. During forwarding
assessment periods, sensor nodes that misbehave are punished by decreasing their trust
values. In subsequent research, a detection
method based on adaptive learning automata
and communication quality was proposed [162].
The adaptive reward and punishment parameters of a detection learning automaton are decided by the node’s overall communication
quality and the vote of its neighbors to reward or
penalize malicious nodes.
(2) Radio interference
Not exactly like watchdog detection, Radio interference detection is mainly used to solve
jamming attacks, MAC attacks, and ﬂooding
attacks. Puñal et al. explore and analyze several
jamming attacks. They demonstrate, in particular, that some types of jammers are capable of
completely disrupting communication with a
high probability, demonstrating the critical nature of jamming detection [163]. Hamieh et al.
[164] proposed a scheme for detecting jamming
attempts based on patterns in radio interference.
They concentrate on a particular attacker staring
at the channel and launching a selective jamming
attack when the particular message appears. They
suggest that a correlation coeﬃcient between the
time of accurate reception and reception faults
can be utilized to evaluate the degree of jamming.
However, the reception mistake is random. Thus,
jamming attacks only occur when the correlation
is extremely strong. Various emerging technologies have been used in radio interference detection in recent years. Karagiannis and Argyriou
[165] proposed an interference detection approach using unsupervised machine learning.
This method uses a series of novel metrics
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containing the relative speed between receiver
and attacker and parameters obtained from the
onboard device on the receiver. Assisted by
clustering, unsupervised learning diﬀerentiates
intentional from unintentional jamming and
identiﬁes each jamming attack’s unique characteristics. Kasturi et al. [166] used machine
learning to classify diﬀerent types of interference
attacks and concluded that jamming attacks
could be detected with very high accuracy using
the gradient boosting algorithm. However, the
discrete random jamming attack is still a problem. Nallarasan and Kottursamy [167] proposed
an autoencoder deep learning architecture-based
jamming attack detection scheme in IoT. The
jamming detection problem is modeled as
anomaly detection. The suggested system simulates a random jamming assault and detects it at a
certain time instantaneously, providing information that may mitigate the jammer attack.
(2) Collaborative Detection Mechanism.
(A) Trust-based detection
(1) Reputation-based detection
The reputation-based detection algorithm depends on the node’s historical and current
reputation. Michiardi and Molva initially presented a collaborative reputation mechanism
(CORE) [168] based on the DSR routing protocol. It promotes node collaboration by monitoring nodes’ cooperative behavior and utilizing
a reputation system. Marias et al. [169] introduced the CORE method, in which each network member in CORE uses a reputation
technique to track other members’ involvement.
The reputation measure is derived using data
acquired by other nodes participating in network activities and data observed by the local
node. Nodes with a good reputation could access
network resources, but nodes with a low reputation do not. Abirami and Sumithra [170]
utilized the credit-based mechanism, which
gives nodes credit to encourage and urge them to
collaborate. The proposed routing algorithms
are based on neighbor credit value and improved neighbor credit. A credit-based incentive
system utilizes credits to charge and reward
members who send and receive packets. The
proposed method uses cooperative game theory
to discover and monitor selﬁsh behavior nodes.
(2) Voting-based detection
This technique ensures the integrity of an event
by voting or cooperative validation. This technique is often eﬀective in a densely populated
network with an honest majority and trust
[171, 172]. Moreover, many researchers utilized
evolved approaches dependent on establishing
cooperative trust via voting or agreement. Raya
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et al. [173] proposed protocols as part of a
framework for identifying and local containment of misbehaving or faulty nodes. It is based
on the Local Eviction of Attackers by Voting
Evaluators (LEAVE) protocol to protect system
operation until the attacker’s authorization is
revoked by the CA, partially or entirely based on
the evidence LEAVE provides. Leinmueller et al.
[174] oﬀered cooperative systems based on two
fundamental concepts. The neighboring automobiles exchange ratings obtained from a previously passed neighbor and use the ratings
used. Second, vehicles exchange their neighbors’
IDs and location information. Talreja and Jethani proposed a vote-based misbehavior node
detection architecture [175]. Their scheme enhanced Channappagouda et al.’s mobile agentbased technique [176] and used zonal agents
(ZAs) and the relationship of trust between ZA
and zone nodes [175]. Kerrache’s scheme [140]
enables the estimation of traﬃc density, entity
trust, the distribution of dishonest nodes
throughout the network, and the integration of
several trust measures such as direct, indirect,
event-based, and RSU-based trust. It excludes
dishonest nodes from all network activities.
(3) Event validation
Unlike common security messages (i.e., BSMs),
event messages are multiple hops in VANETs.
This feature accelerates the rapid spread of false
event messages in insecure situations. Thus, in
trust-based mechanisms, the application of trust
over multiple hops is a common challenge.
Event validation is a special voting-based
mechanism that overcomes this issue by enabling each vehicle to vote in favor of or against a
given event using their identiﬁcation. The criteria for this mechanism are usually a collaborative decision by the nodes to reach a consensus
on whether the event really happened.
Hsiao et al. [172] describe the ﬁrst VANETspeciﬁc threshold-based event validation system. This scheme relies on a threshold number
of notiﬁcations to establish consensus among
vehicles and validate an event’s legitimacy. To
avoid assaults, senders gather many witnesses
for each probable occurrence. Moreover, they
recommended z-smallest probabilistic counting, which reduces the number of signatures
attached to the message, to balance security
and eﬃciency. In this concept, to guard against
the situation that attackers exaggerate the
number of witnesses to an event, each vehicle
signs a hash of its vehicle identiﬁcation
number, the event type, the geographical
segment, and the time of the event. The aggregate retains just the z-smallest signatures,
making it diﬃcult for the attacker to generate
these z-encrypted signatures. However, this
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scheme is eﬀective against bogus event messages created ﬁctitiously but hard to guard
against complicated cover-ups.
Recently, blockchain has been regarded as an
ideal match for VANETs [177]. All the alerts sent
by cars and the decisions made by the RSUs
should be maintained in an immutable public
ledger that is available to all the organizations
engaging in these traﬃc occurrences. Thus,
blockchain-based event validation is more reliable than other schemes. Al-Ali et al. [178]
proposed a reputation-based traﬃc event validation scheme based on the previous thresholdbased system. It validates traﬃc events through
proof of authority and event consensus methods
and leverages an eﬃcient mutual authentication
mechanism between automobiles and RSUs that
can ensure the reliability of the event notiﬁcations sent by nodes. The reputation scores that
are assigned to vehicles based on their statistical
records can reduce internal attackers’ eﬀects and
detect selﬁsh and malevolent vehicles.
(B) Neighborhood-based detection
(1) Neighborhood node exchange
This mechanism is executed by additional information exchange between surrounding cars.
Originally, Leinmüller et al. [179] proposed
using data-centric strategies described in proactive neighbor table exchange in node-centric
detection. Their position veriﬁcation scheme
combined proactive exchange of neighbor tables
and reactive position requests. Nodes exchange
neighbor tables and verify that the locations
obtained match their own. Furthermore, Van
der Heijden et al. [180] provide a statistical
model-based system in which cars calculate
and broadcast a ﬂow parameter. This scheme
utilized location information and applied
subjective logic misbehavior identiﬁcation.
Their scheme improves two procedures, acceptance range threshold (ART) and proactive
neighbor exchange. Due to VANETs being a
large-scale complex network, limiting most
schemes are limited by scalability issues.
Cheng et al. [181] present an approach for
detecting overlapping communities based on
local growth and neighborhood information
to solve this issue. Moreover, a belonging
coeﬃcient is proposed to ﬁlter away detected
malicious nodes. Additionally, only neighbors
of nodes in the previous iteration are added
during the iterative expansion process instead
of all neighbors, that can decrease the computational cost, which is the main problem in
neighborhood table exchange.
(2) RSU-aided detection

RSU-aided detection is a centralized detection
solution for a malicious node, which describes the
detecting interactions between surrounding infrastructure and vehicles. This detection mechanism mainly focuses on spreading fake position
information and Sybil attacks in VANETs. RSUs
are responsible for doing these veriﬁcations to
determine the authenticity of a node’s location,
which uses a sequence of veriﬁcations, including
an acceptance range check, a maximum permissible speed check, a node density check, a
speed consistency check, and a time interval
substantiation check. Furthermore, various
technologies are used to verify RSU-based
detection, for example, trajectory tracking and
identity observation. Chang et al. [138] proposed a footprint scheme by utilizing the
similarity of trajectories generated by RSUs
that a vehicle passes. In footprint, these trajectories are encrypted and comprised of
unique signatures sought by the vehicle from
the RSUs it encountered while traveling. By
requiring the attacker to collect signatures via
RSUs, they set a constraint-based on their
actual journey. Then, when Sybil assaults are
detected, all suspiciously similar trajectories
are assumed to originate from the same vehicle
(referred to as a Sybil community). Hamed
et al. [182] proposed an identity observationbased RSU detection scheme. This scheme uses
dynamic characteristics of VANETs to assume
that two vehicles simultaneously crossing
several RSUs are considered an unusual occurrence. The proposed approach combines
multiple RSUs to detect attackers through
normal communications between nodes and
RSUs. The detection of two separate IDs in the
area of two distinct RSUs demonstrates unequivocally that the IDs belong to diﬀerent
cars. They utilize these two data to establish
whether or not the Sybil assault is occurring.
Position veriﬁcation is crucial for safety
warnings, and the vehicle would delay until it
receives a response from the RSU. Thus,
choosing an RSU with the appropriate communication distance is a key factor aﬀecting
the eﬃciency and latency of such schemes.
This issue is generally solved by signal strength
evaluation. Sun et al. [183] proposed a unique
passive RSU localization system to estimate
the location of the RSU via examining the
Doppler eﬀects of the received signal. Moreover, the RSU location estimator is developed
by the greatest likelihood estimate approach.
The vehicle may predetermine the desired RSU
to communicate based on its position and
route information in this scheme.
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However, widespread RSU deployment is still a deployment issue. And another concern is that in most
schemes, RSUs are considered fully trusted. Full trust cannot
be assumed for the devices that may let to physical attacks
like sensor tampering and diﬀerential power analysis.
4.2.2. Data-Centric Misbehavior Detection
(1) Autonomous Detection Mechanism. The autonomous
detection branch in the data-centric mechanism indicates
messages veriﬁcations to the same sender. Veriﬁcation in
this mechanism may include the semantics of message,
position, and physical layer signals to determine if they come
from the same source.
(A) Consistency
Each vehicle veriﬁes the consistency of each message
received individually. Each data should be consistent
with the previous data. In the local consistency, false
message detection is based on a local database instead of surrounding vehicles.
(1) Local consistency
The result of local consistency is examined by a
fusion program, which evaluates whether a vehicle
is performing abnormally [28]. Ghosh et al. [129]
assumed that a vehicle issuing a warning event
would act predictably. For example, a vehicle
delivering a blocked road notice must be close to
the event. Receiving vehicles observe a vehicle
producing a warning event to assess the message’s
legitimacy. A misbehaving node might provide
messages matching events that have not happened
or erroneous information relating to an actual
event. They proposed a detection scheme based on
a cause-tree approach to achieve misbehavior
detection and identiﬁcation of its root cause
jointly. Ruj et al. [184] described data-centric
misbehavior detection. They oﬀered techniques
for detecting false warning messages and misbehaving nodes by analyzing their behavior after
the alert messages had been sent out. Each node in
the data-centric misbehavior detection system
may assess if the information received is accurate
or incorrect on its own. The decision is made
based on the regularity of previous messages and a
new warning that includes reported and predicted
vehicle whereabouts. Guo et al. [185] presented a
context-aware trust management methodology for
evaluating the content integrity of messages received by vehicles and assuring responsible decision-making. The suggested method does not
require the honest majority assumption.
(2) Redundant information consistency detection
In addition to checking the consistency of
existing and previous data, redundant data
consistency checks for the node are another
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data-centric consistency detection. Unexpected
deviation might occur in some cases. For example, redundant information is stored owing
to several messages received across separate
communication channels or on distinct layers
of the OSI layer model. Moreover, due to the
format of the V2X message, position information occurs in several clips of the packet. If
the attacker only tampered with the information in certain fragments, it might be another
explanation for deviations.
Bißmeyer et al. [186] proposed a detection
mechanism that the consistency of identiﬁers
contained in V2X packets has to be checked.
They mentioned that the node ID in the network
header and the station ID in the payload must be
connected to the certiﬁcate included in the security header. The identiﬁers from the MAC
header, network header, security header, and
payload are gathered and compared on the
topmost message processing layer upon packet
reception. The packet might be considered defective if the IDs are inconsistent or cannot
connect to the certiﬁcate or its ID. This scheme is
useful to detect Sybil attacks. Besides redundant
message consistency detection, sensor redundant information consistency check also is
useful to defend against attacks. van Wyk et al.
[187] mentioned that sensor redundancy could
lead to enhanced, dynamic sensor fusion, in
which abnormal sensor readings can be discarded while the normal data is fused to improve
the dependability of the utilized data.
(B) Plausibility
(1) Message plausibility check
Message plausibility-based detection uses an
underlying model of the message, predeﬁned
rules, and physical boundaries. For example,
these checks are performed using a sent position
vector, which contains the sender’s position,
current speed, and heading at a given moment in
time. The provided values are compared to the
preset domain of deﬁnition in this detection. The
information in the packet is either compared to a
model prediction or utilized to determine if the
information in the packet is a feasible next step
based on the model.
Firstly, Lo and Tsai [70] propose a plausibility
validation network (PVN), which consists of a
checking module and a rule database. In their
scheme, by examining the various message
ﬁelds, the rule database comprises a set of rules
that control whether speciﬁc information should
be deemed legitimate or not. Their detecting
criteria of the message include discarding repeated messages, being in transmission range,
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and legitimate time stamps. Moreover, the different message type has diﬀerent detecting
guidelines. This scheme is eﬀective in defending
against illusion and injection attacks. However,
their scheme believes the attacker can only
change messages indirectly. Furthermore, because everyone has access to the rule database,
the attacker can only send legitimate messages to
avoid detection.
It is diﬃcult to meet the security requirements of
VANET by simply targeting the plausibility
detection of messages. Thus, most subsequent
studies have used hybrid schemes for plausibility
detection. For instance, Arshad et al. [188]
proposed a hybrid scheme based on the Beacon
Trust Management System and Fake Data Detection (BTMS-FDD). The nearby vehicles are
connected based on speed and density data by
trust management system connects. Moreover,
the false safety event detection technique utilizes
plausibility detection of beacon and relative
messages positions and speeds information,
which is useful to bogus safety incidents detection. Detection accuracy and false alarms are
still a challenge to plausibility detection. Unlike
previous work, the consistency check has been
combined with plausibility by Ghaleb et al.
[189]. They proposed a context-aware misbehavior detection scheme (CAMDS) technique
using the sequential examination of temporal
and geographical correlation of nearby vehicles’
mobility information. Firstly, a dynamic context
reference is created online and updated regularly
using statistical approaches. Then, the Kalman
ﬁlter technique tracks mobility data received
from nearby cars. Using box-plot, the Kalman
ﬁlter’s innovation errors are used to build a
temporal consistency evaluation model for each
nearby car. The Hampel ﬁlter is then used to create
a spatial consistency evaluation model representing
the current context reference model. Plausibility
assessment reference models are constructed online
and updated regularly using the Hampel ﬁlter and
nearby information’s consistency assessment reference model. If a message’s consistency and
plausibility ratings diﬀer signiﬁcantly from the
context reference model, it is classed as suspicious.
(2) Signal-based plausibility
For message location veriﬁcation, this approach
depends on the physical properties of the signal.
The received signal strength indicator (RSSI),
arrival time, angle of arrival, and Doppler speed
(DS) are physical features. The use of distancebounding in vehicular networks is proposed in
schemes, which use the speed of light and the
message timestamp to validate the distance from
the signal source [74, 184]. They oﬀer a technique for triangulating a node utilizing distributed sensors on a network, which might be

classiﬁed as RSUs at the moment. In addition,
many researchers imply that the signal’s physical
features may be used to verify the location. Xiao
et al. [131] used received signal strength (RSS) in
the location veriﬁcation procedure. Pouyan and
Alimohammadi [190] introduced that position
veriﬁcation methods, such as RSSI, are lightweight and straightforward. Suppose they have
high accuracy for position veriﬁcation. In that
case, it is helpful for misbehavior detection such
as position veriﬁcation after receiving location
information broadcast by vehicles regularly for
position-related applications. Sun et al. [191]
proposed a novel data trust framework, which
detects false data and securely tracks vehicles.
The core of this scheme is to verify the implied
eﬀect of the vehicle’s reported data using secure
sensing mechanisms based on an extended
Kalman ﬁlter from the wireless physical layer.
Faced with physical layer detection, So et al.
[192] proposed three-layer plausibility tests
based on the RSSI of the exchanging messages.
These plausibility tests use multistep procedures
to increase detection rates and the number of
false positives. These detections may be performed separately by each vehicle and do not
assume that the majority of vehicles are trustworthy. Gyawali and Qian’s work [6] presented a
cooperative machine learning-based strategy to
identify two types of assaults in the physical
layer: false alert attacks that broadcast false
alarm messages and position falsiﬁcation attacks
that falsify location information. Each vehicle
broadcasts the detection result to its neighbors.
Then, misbehaving automobiles are ejected from
the system based on the aggregated results of all
adjacent vehicles.
(2) Collaborative Detection Mechanism. Collaborative detection mechanism techniques examine packet sequences
from diﬀerent vehicles. These methods are primarily concerned with recognizing and resolving conﬂicting data and
using secure aggregation techniques to integrate data from
several vehicles into aggregates and determine the conﬂict
node. Collaborative detection is deﬁned as a pairwise
comparison of messages from various vehicles. The beneﬁt
of collaborative-based detection is that constructing appropriate schemes is easier and more eﬃcient. However, an
honest majority prerequisite is often required to obtain
factual ﬁndings. If multiple collaborating assailants surround a victim, the collaborative scheme may collusively
attack information from legal cars.
(A) Consistency-based detection
(1) Collaborative consistency-based detection
Despite the local consistency check, which only
uses local information instead of information
from other nodes, consistency can also be
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deﬁned as a pairwise comparison of messages
from diﬀerent vehicles in the collaborative
mode. The advantage of consistency-based detection is that only a small amount of domain
knowledge is required to design reasonable
schemes. However, an honest local majority
must be prerequisites for reliable conclusions.
Moreover, some schemes use collaborative
consistency and plausibility in collaborative
consistency-based detection. For instance, vehicles that use data-centric detection assess the
accuracy of the information by looking at the
consistency and the plausibility of the data they
transmit [193]. If the consistency and plausibility scores surpass predeﬁned criteria, it is
classiﬁed as a misbehavior message, and the
sender vehicle is accused of misbehaving. Golle
et al. [106], who used an abstract model of the
cITS to verify consistency between messages,
reported the earliest example of data-centric
detection. Nodes may attach observations to the
received communication. They can identify
nearby vehicles and authenticate to another.
Zaidi et al. [135] compared the data from a single
car to the overall ﬂow of all nearby neighbors.
The authors recommended that beacon messages be expanded to include three ﬁelds, ﬂow,
average speed, and density, all of which must be
computed and transmitted regularly by all vehicles. They used statistical techniques to detect
anomalies and identify rogue nodes using a
traﬃc model and statistical techniques to determine false data, especially in emergency
messages. Rakhi and Shobha proposed a datacentric strategy based on comparing average
ﬂow rate or mobility information provided
across network vehicles [194]. This method does
not require any assistance from the infrastructure during the identiﬁcation of attackers.
Similarly, based on the previous work, Ranaweera et al. [195] incorporated traﬃc ﬂow
phenomena into anomalous data detection
systems. This study includes data sources utilized for vehicular ﬂow measurements and traﬃc
ﬂow theory to detect anomalous data in vehicular networks. According to the nature of traﬃc
ﬂow physics, the headway and speed of vehicles
are constrained around an average value under a
steady-state situation. The suggested technique
identiﬁes anomalous sources by detecting contradictory beacon attributes separately.
(2) Machine learning
With the growing interest in machine learning,
most research in security schemes is turning to
machine learning and its derivations (i.e. deep
learning) [196]. Thus, we made this technology a
separate branch of consistency detection. Firstly,
this mechanism is suﬀered from two problems.
Some work on adversarial machine learning has
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revealed that the current situation is volatile
[197] and has not met expectations performance. Another challenge is a dearth of trustworthy public datasets for vehicle networks
since they are still a developing class of networks
[198]. However, these do not aﬀect this technology’s rapid adoption and development. In
2021, Kamel et al. [28] modiﬁed the dataset
based on the ﬁrst publicly available dataset for
misbehavior detection. The VeReMi dataset has
been utilized in misbehavior detection research.
Recently, they added a realistic sensor error
model, a new set of assaults, and a higher
amount of data points to the dataset. Furthermore, they utilize a set of local detectors and a
basic misbehavior detection technique.
Firstly, in 2011, when machine learning was not
investigated in misbehavior detection, Grover
et al. used ensemble-based machine learning
approach to classify misbehaviors in VANET,
which is expanded on their prior work by
replacing the single classiﬁcation method with a
collection of classiﬁcation algorithms. However,
these eﬀorts rely on speciﬁc attack implementations and a speciﬁc scenario. In particular, no
speciﬁcs about attack implementation or the base
scenario are disclosed. Thus, it is impossible to
identify whether these classiﬁers give a general
solution or a solution particular to the circumstance. As this technology matures, ML-based
abnormal behavior detection solutions have increased in recent years. Mahmoudi et al. [199]
proposed a detection scheme based on sending
messages to misbehavior authority (MA) by
nodes. Furthermore, using ML in the MA processing period to classify reports from nodes and
identify the diﬀerent types of misbehavior.
Solving the position falsiﬁcation attacks, Ercan
et al. [200] proposed an ML scheme that uses
three additional features connected to the sender
position to improve the performance of IDS for
position falsiﬁcation attacks. These three features
are estimated angle of arrival, estimated distance
between sender and receiver, and the diﬀerence
between the declared and estimated distance
between sender and receiver. They also compared
two distinct machine learning (ML) classiﬁcation
algorithms, namely k-nearest neighbor (kNN)
and random forest (RF), which are used to detect
hostile cars using these features. At last, ensemble
learning (EL) boosts detection performance by
integrating several ML algorithms (i.e., kNN and
RF). Additional, ML-based misbehavior detections can also solve Sybil attacks [201], DoS attacks [202], spooﬁng attacks [203], etc.
(B) Extra information-sharing
The extra information-sharing mechanism is based
on exchanging additional information between
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neighboring vehicles. Vehicles then use this information to detect problematic messages. It is also
necessary to evaluate the legality of exchanging extra
data between neighbors. Hao et al. [132] proposed a
detection scheme by analyzing the logic of their own
placements in relation to their neighbors locally. The
assault detection is based on communication features and vehicle GPS locations, both of which are
contained in the safety-related messages exchanged
with neighbors broadcast on a regular basis. The
neighbor lists are exchanged in a distributed, easy
manner. There is another information-sharing
mechanism, which is the cooperative detection and
correction mechanism. In this mechanism, the vehicle calculates and sends its ﬂow value (speed,
density, ﬂow, and position information) to the
others. The rest of the vehicles also calculate the
value of speed, density, ﬂow, and position information. Each vehicle’s ﬂow is transmitted to another
vehicle. Data will not be accepted with a useful traﬃc
model if the received ﬂow does not match the
VANET model ﬂow. This method works well against
nodes that communicate incorrect location information. When a rogue node sends bogus information from several identities, honest nodes behind
the malicious node disregard it because of their
speed. However, this mechanism is insuﬃcient
when many attackers provide bogus information.

5. Open Issues and Discussion
Misbehavior detection is a well-studied issue that has
spanned two decades of research. The ﬁrst publication on
identifying and rectifying fraudulent data in automotive
networks was published by Golle et al. [46, 106]. This work
provides an overview of existing VANET misbehavior detection technologies. For road safety and human life,
identifying malicious events is critical. This article classiﬁes
misbehavior detection techniques according to their detection mode and proclivity for detecting misbehavior.
The ﬁrst criterion used to classify mechanisms is nodecentric or data-centric, a distinction that has been widely
utilized in the literature. Data-centric processes only assess
the message’s credibility and consistency based on its
contents. Node-centric techniques are based on a node’s
behavior and assign a reputation to every VANET participant in the vicinity. Most schemes have proposed combining
the two approaches because data-centric and node-centric
misbehavior detections are mostly inseparable. Moreover,
local-based detection, cooperative detection, and global
detection modes are classiﬁed in this article. Global-based
detection techniques rely on the third-party system and
execute detection based on previous network interaction
information, which has the advantage of the following
processing: using certiﬁcate revocation list or blocklist to
deal with and punish malicious entities. In the event of a
dense network and many honest nodes, cooperative-based
detection algorithms are practical. When the frequency of
contact between nodes is high, trust-based detection

techniques perform well. However, global-based and localbased misbehavior detections face unique obstacles because
of VANET’s peculiarities. Due to various obstacles, cooperative detection technologies may not produce acceptable,
adequate results. In this situation, strategies that rely on
accessible information from a single node are local-based
detection techniques. Local detection techniques for
detecting false beacon or warning signals are globally
helpful. Local node information-based detection approaches
rely on a single node’s information. They are eﬃcient in
terms of time because they do not rely on other nodes to
identify fake messages. Accurate results for malicious information detection are not possible due to a lack of information from a single node.
Even though particular areas of misbehavior have been
addressed, several unsolved problems need to be addressed.
(i) Thresholds in misbehavior detection
Many schemes reviewed in this work mentioned
using a threshold concept in misbehavior detection,
especially node-based detections. One of the most
challenging things of any intrusion detection system
is its setting and deﬁning an exact point suitable for
diﬀerent scenarios. It is crucial in misbehavior
detection because excessive false positive or false
negative rates can create serious diﬃculties.
(ii) Identiﬁcation in data-centric detection
Data-centric techniques better detect contradictory
data and determine whether data are malicious.
Although having correct data is more important
than identifying attackers in many systems, datacentric detection may be unable to identify the
attacker precisely.
(iii) Privacy in misbehavior detection
While the mechanisms above are essential for
identifying misbehavior, they may negatively inﬂuence the users’ location privacy. That vehicles
communicate using short-term pseudonyms and
change them frequently to safeguard privacy is a
common expectation. The unlinkability between
pseudonyms and real identity brings out the diﬃculty in misbehavior detection and extended processing time. Balancing privacy issues in tracking
malicious nodes is still an open issue.
(iv) Misbehavior reporting
The reaction mechanism is absent in most of the
detection schemes. However, punishing misbehavior is equally important as ﬁnding misbehavior.
Reporting misbehavior to the monitoring system is
vital. The added beneﬁt of using the back-end could
further be dealing with misbehavior nodes and
revoking the problematic nodes’ certiﬁcates. The
back-end cannot receive all data received by automobiles due to bandwidth constraints. Finding a
balance between transmitting suspicious behavior
to the backend to increase attack detection and not
wasting bandwidth is an open challenge.
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6. Conclusions
This survey provides a comprehensive overview of diﬀerent
approaches to misbehavior detection in VANETs. After
reviewing the latest VANETsystem model, security attributes,
and existing attacks based on diﬀerent targets, the concept of
misbehavior and detection modes, including local, cooperative, and global detection, is introduced. Then, misbehavior
detection mechanisms established in the recent decade for
VANETs are collected and categorized using novel classiﬁcations. The categorization includes conventional classiﬁcations: node-centric techniques that examine sender attributes
to detect malicious messages and data-centric methods that
analyze received message semantics based on the detection
mode. On this basis, node-centric and data-centric modes are
further reﬁned into autonomous and cooperative modes,
according to the detection mode in VANET-speciﬁc situations. Finally, several remaining challenges and open issues in
VANETmisbehavior detection are identiﬁed, leading to a new
study line. Our research serves as one step closer toward
designing and constructing a secure VANET system for
participants away from malicious behaviors.
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